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Languages of the World & Our Deep Writing System
Languages throughout the world have writing systems that vary from highly
regular and transparent to highly irregular and deep. Finland has an extremely
regular and transparent writing system making it very easy to learn to read. The
German writing system is considered semi-transparent, making it somewhat harder
to learn to read. The English writing system, however, is by far the hardest, being
the most highly irregular and deepest in form, making it the hardest language to
learn to read and master (HO2).
The English language has one of the deepest, most irregular writing systems in the
world. One of the clearest reasons for this is that it encompasses a blend of many
languages, as more than half of its words are of foreign origin (HO32). As well, it
has a very complex syllabic (syllable) structure (HO27). And, per one study alone,
there are 561 different ways of spelling 41 English phonemes (the individual units
of sounds within words) (HO2).
Examples of irregularities within the English language abound and are often joked
about. Many words with morphological relatedness have different pronunciations.
Examples include heal-health, sign-signature, and nation-nationality (HO31).
There are different pronunciations for the same vowel graphemes, such as hear,
bear, heard and beard (A2O). The letter A, alone, makes at least five different
sounds, such as in apple, safe, acorn, alive, and wash (A16).
Numerous studies have been conducted comparing writing systems across
languages with economic, cultural and age of onset of formal education taken into
account. These studies consistently show that the deeper and more complex the
writing system, the harder it is to develop literacy skills. English being the deepest
and most complex clearly deviates from most other languages (HO31, HO32,
HO2, HO6, HO27). One study shows that English children need twice as much
time as most other languages to establish a most minimal and basic level of reading
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(HO27). As well, the English writing system is shown to exaggerate the effects of
dyslexia; thus, the reader suffers more severe impairments (A20, HO27). Another
study shows English requiring three years to master reading verses a consistent
language that typically requires one year (HO28, HO31). Another estimates the
rate of foundation literacy acquisition is slower by a rate of 2.5 to 1 in English than
in most European writing systems (HO32).
It makes sense that writing systems with reliable word patterns are learned more
quickly than inconsistent ones (HO3). As humans, we search for regularities and
patterns to understand our world (HO43). Clearly, it must be easier to engage with
one’s environment when the writing system is transparent and reliably consistent.
Transparent writing systems allow for self-teaching (HO32); our writing system
does not allow for the same flexibility when a struggling or novice reader
encounters an unknown word (HO43). Certainly, we can master the English
writing system with the proper curriculum, but clearly, there is a price in time and
anxiety.

Reading Speed, Syllable Segmentation & Working Memory
Interestingly, in more transparent writing systems, the hallmark of dyslexia is
generally slow reading speed, even in semi-transparent languages. Dyslexia in
English, however, is marked by both slow reading speed and problems with
accuracy (HO4, HO31, HO32, A20).
Regular, transparent languages provide simple one-syllable words that are
combined to create fairly simple multisyllable words. Irregular, deep languages,
such as English, provide complex, irregular one-syllable words that are then
combined to create more complex multisyllable words. Thus, the framework of
the English language does not support reading fluency, particularly for dyslexics
and struggling readers (HO27), as the complexity of the English language
necessitates additional strategies and sometimes complex and error prone strategies
to break down words (HO31).
Many dyslexic individuals, also, have problems with working memory (B1).
Working memory allows one to efficiently manage information. One cross
linguistic study hypothesized that the complexity of the English language
exasperates the working memory of children with dyslexia making it more difficult
to tackle multisyllable words (A20). Another study showed that English dyslexic
children had marked accuracy problems with multisyllable words compared to
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other test subjects (HO31). Notably, because Finnish words are quite long, early
reading materials explicitly segment the syllables within words to specifically
alleviate the burdens put on the young child’s working memory (HO4).

Phonemic Awareness & Automatic Naming
Phonological awareness is the ability to hear sounds within words. Low
phonological awareness in children is less of a concern in transparent languages, as
reading instruction in highly predictable languages remediates this issue (HO4,
HO31, HO32, A20). In other words, the predictability of the language promotes
phonological awareness. In fact, phonological awareness skills hit close to ceiling
within twelve months of reading instruction in the most transparent languages,
such as Finnish, Greek, Turkish, and Italian (HO4, HO32). In English, however,
low phonological awareness in young children is a clear predictor of later reading
difficulty, which takes years to remediate.
In transparent and semi-transparent languages, the primary indicator of future
reading difficulty is naming speed deficits. Whereby, these children are
significantly slower in naming letters and digits. Most dyslexic individuals have
this deficit, leading many to believe this to be the primary predictor of reading
difficulty across all languages (A22, A23).
The complexity of the English
language would clearly exasperate this deficit.

Current U.S. Reading Statistics & OECD Survey
According to Diplomas Count 2010, only 68.8% of the class of 2007 graduated in
the U.S.; the major reason suggests literacy related issues (A4). According to the
U.S. Department of Education 2007 National Assessment of Educational Progress
(NAEP), fewer than 1/3 of 8th graders read and write at proficient level (A1).
“According to a major 2007 report from the Educational Testing Service, current
labor market trends, demographics, and student data achievement data are
combining to create a perfect storm that could inflict lasting damage upon the
Nation’s economy and upon its social fabric (A1).”
According to a 2013 Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
Survey, “the U.S. ranked 16th out of 23 countries in literacy proficiency, 21st in
numeracy proficiency, and 14th in problem solving in technology-rich
environments (A3)”. Per the report, “diversity cannot explain the lack of progress
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over time in skills and educational attainment which the U.S. displays relative to
other countries, nor can it explain the two-thirds of the low-skilled population born
in the U.S (A30).”
The report suggests structural weaknesses in the education, training and skills
systems of the U.S. with policy recommendations that tackle basic skills
improvement across the board. The report cites Korea and Finland, both high
performing countries, as having tackled weak basic skills very effectively
suggesting that (1) basic skills can be addressed with strong and effective
schooling and (2) it should be possible to address adult skills similarly. The report
stresses the speed at which the skills of comparable (and sometimes poorer)
countries in the developed world are now outpacing the U.S. as being a matter of
deep concern (A30).
The report states, “By international standards, despite a relatively high level of
educational qualifications, the basic skills of adults in the United States are
relatively weak. Unlike many other countries, there has been little sign of
improvement in recent decades. The skills of young people are little different from
those of their parents. 36 million adult Americans are living with the consequences
of low literacy skills. In addition, the results at the top end of the ability range are
not more impressive than those of other countries…Unlike many other countries,
the U.S. has not succeeded in improving the education (and therefore skills) level
of younger cohorts, as compared with older cohorts. This has allowed, and will
continue to allow, other countries to gradually improve the basic skills of their
adult populations while those in the U.S. remain largely unchanged (A30).”
However, nowhere in this report is language depth noted. Yet, the two countries
touted for their high scores, Korea and Finland, are both known for their extremely
transparent writing systems, thus alleviating the extreme burden of tedious reading
instruction to a very minimal time frame compared to that of the U.S., thus,
alleviating teaching time for other critical subjects.
The national language of Korea, known as Hangul, is known as one of the easiest
alphabets to learn and is one of the most well designed, scientific writing systems
with an extremely regular and predictable structure. Thus, Korea is known to have
a nearly 100% literacy rate (A31, A32, A33).
Finland, as noted earlier, is known for its extremely transparent and predictable
writing system (HO2), such that children with low phonological awareness scores
are very accurate readers after six months of instruction (HO4). Predictably, this
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allows more time for other critical areas of instruction and flexibility throughout
the school day. Finnish elementary schools provides 75 minutes a day in recess,
and provides classes in art, music, cooking, carpentry, metalwork and textiles,
which provide further learning experiences in math and science (A36).
Sadly, the U.S. elementary school provides an average of 27 minutes in recess
(A36), and its instructional hours are primarily dedicated to reading tasks. On a
weekly basis, the average grade 1 through 4 classroom provides 11.6 hours of
English, 5.4 hours of math, 2.5 hours of social studies, and 2.3 hours of science
instruction (A34).

Reading Disabilities and Mental Health
Per the U.S. National Data on Reading & Learning Disabilities, 15-20% of our
population has a language based learning disability, dyslexia probably being the
most common (A16). Dyslexic children and adolescents have lower self-esteem
and feelings of self-worth; they also have more symptoms of depression and
ADHD (A12). Dyslexic students in higher education have much higher levels of
anxiety in both academics and other social settings (A13).
In contrast, children who have the neurological difference that causes dyslexia is
under reported in languages that have transparent languages, such as Italian and
Spanish, as their disability is far less profound. Yet, these same children are often
found to be dyslexic only once they attempt to learn to read and write in English
(A16, A42).

Explicit, Systematic Reading Instruction & Word Patterns
The National Reading Panel recommends reading programs that teach phonics
both systematically and explicitly (B2). As Dr. Miriam Cherkes-Julkowski points
out in her book FIND THE VAWOL, READ THE RIME, LEARN TO READ, “to
figure out new words easily and efficiently….you need to be attuned to where to
find familiar and informative patterns.” She points out that the most basic patterns
found in words is within the onset and rime, as the rime pattern is phonologically
more accessible to both beginning and adult readers. She specifically emphasizes
the rime, as in: AG in rAG, AGE in rAGE, OUGHT in bOUGHT. This insight,
once explicitly and systematically taught, enables the reader to recognize syllables
in multisyllable words, allowing for fluidity in future reading. This type of
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instruction alleviates anxiety in the learner, as it reduces the ambiguity of our very
deep and complex writing system (B1).
Decodable texts are small books utilized by students in explicit, systematic reading
programs. These books contain words with corresponding patterns that the student
has mastered, giving him or her practice in decoding strategy and fluency. As the
student masters more patterns, the books become more expansive and difficult
(A26, B1, B2).
There are two studies that strongly correlate developmental dyslexia with reduced
sensitivity to print regularities. One study shows less activation in the part of the
brain called the Visual Word Form Area that affects various visual and nonvisual
information fields (A24, A25). The other study finds a generalized procedural
learning impairment, again, affecting other areas outside the print domain (A41).
Regardless of the terminology, however, both studies validate the importance of
explicitly teaching regularities and patterns within our print system. As Dr.
Miriam Cherkes-Julkowski indicates, “for reading, it’s important to figure out new
words easily and efficiently. To do that, you need to be attuned to where to find
familiar and informative patterns (B1).”

Reading Practice, Fluency & Comprehension
Even with the best instruction in elementary school, however, many kids need
continued instruction, practice, and monitoring in the later years (A4). Children
that struggle with reading in the U.S. tend to get a great deal of support in the early
grades with overall positive results, but these same children tend to fall off without
continual reading practice (HO41). Continual exposure to print and independent
reading is critical for continual fluency development (HO43, A2). Unfortunately,
older students in middle school and high school that lack reading fluency tend to
find little support (A2), and if they do, research has shown very little impact (A4).
Yet, we know the more students of all ages read, their reading skill and vocabulary
will grow (A6, B2).
It’s hard to comprehend text when reading in a halting fashion; thus, the ability to
read in an easy fluent fashion is critical to understanding what you’re reading (A5).
Yet, cognitive energy used to decode words can sometimes be depleted in order for
the reader to comprehend text (A2).
Reading fluency is important for (1)
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comprehension, (2) motivation to read (as otherwise laborious and not fun), (3)
being able to keep up with the volume of work for further academics, and (4)
exposure to further words to increase one’s vocabulary (A10). The ability to
analyze word structure and effortlessly segment syllables within words allows the
reader to become fluent; this develops over a long period of time, however (A10,
A18).

Spelling Reform
The English writing system has been debated throughout the centuries. In fact,
there have been several well-known campaigners of spelling reform throughout
history, including the likes of Noah Webster, Theodore Roosevelt, Charles Darwin,
Benjamin Franklin, and Samuel Johnson (A14, A27).
Masha Bell of the U.K. has written several books on English spelling. An avid
advocate of spelling reform and a former English language teacher herself, she is
also fluent in Lithuanian and Russian, and has studied German, French and
Spanish. Her experiences has thoroughly convinced her that the irregularities of
English spelling makes learning to read extremely cumbersome and time
consuming beyond the scope of other languages, invariably leading to poor reading
and writing outcomes. Yet, the public at large, including educators, who are
notoriously blamed for poor reading outcomes, have little awareness of this issue
(A28).
From an evolutionary perspective, reading is a fairly new phenomena. Thus, our
brains are not naturally wired to learn to read (A23). Science shows the human
brain has not evolved a dedicated mechanism for reading (A25). In turn, we must
remember that our writing systems were developed by humans and passed on to be
learned by each generation. Bottom line, what man-made language system we
inherit cannot be taken lightly.
The awareness that complex, deep language systems cause problems for the learner
is not new (HO32). There is history of spelling reform throughout various
languages across the world. Of course, this is a controversial topic, as countries
deeply identify with their language of origin. Reforming the English language is
highly unlikely to say the least; the undertaking would be a massive feat, as our
writing system is deeply embedded throughout the world. The question is – can
we make the English language more accessible without actually reforming the
writing system? Is there a creative solution to this problem? And, why is this not
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being discussed among our politicians and mainstream media when education is
clearly a national concern? Obviously, they simply must not be aware of this
issue. Yet, it needs to be part of the discussion, as we are the most creative and
entrepreneurial country in the world. We can solve this problem.

A Creative Solution: Noah Text
As indicated above, predictable written languages have clear syllable breaks, and
predictable vowel patterns. The importance of this is obvious. When we don’t
know a word, those are the first things we look for. Thus, to “simulate” a
predictable language, we must simply highlight these important factors. We
highlight syllable breaks and accentuate long vowels, similar to an acute accent
mark, which is used in many languages. We also highlight patterns (rimes) within
one syllable words. We do all this while keeping the words intact. The result is
this:
This is an example of the way words look in a higher level book modified in Noah
Text (Syllables + Long vowels):
The pronunciation of nation is different from national,
as

well

as

signature.

the

This

words
is

real

confusing

and
to

reality,
new

and

sign

and

struggling

readers and to those that are dyslexic. That’s why Noah
Text highlights critical patterns. It’s like giving the
reader a key to the puzzle!
This is an example of the way words look in a simple early reader modified in Noah Text (Rimes + Long
Vowels):

These small words teach us how to
read

when

chunks
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are

in

bold,

such as would, could, should, and
light, night, right, and fight!
Noah Text comes in several versions to give educators and individuals optimum
flexibility.
Early Readers – Noah Text (Rimes + Long Vowels)*
For maximum benefit.
Early Readers – Noah Text (Just Rimes)*
For slightly more skilled readers.
Chapter Books – Noah Text (Syllables + Long Vowels)
For maximum benefit.
Chapter Books – Noah Text (Just Syllables)
For slightly more skilled readers.
Chapter Books – Plain Text
For proficient readers.

Noah Text is currently endorsed by Educational Diagnostician and Consultant, Dr.
Miriam Cherkes-Julkowski, which she outlines in a letter at the beginning of each
book. As well, Noah Text falls within the National Reading Panel’s guidelines of
evidence-based reading instruction and can be used as an instructional scaffold.
*Note: The word “rime” is a linguistic term and refers to the pattern of letters
starting with the vowel and going to the end of the syllable.

Noah Text is a creative way of tackling our literacy crisis and was developed with
the following in mind:
The English writing system is highly inconsistent and extremely deep, requiring
extensive reading instruction and practice.
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The English writing system causes a further barrier to those born with dyslexia
exasperating its effects.
We know the proper way to teach reading, with programs such that Dr. Miriam
Cherkes-Julkowski endorses, ones that systematically teach word patterns
making our language less ambiguous and phonologically more accessible.
However, many kids tend to fall off without consistent reading practice and
continuous exposure to print. Thus, reading higher level texts becomes a
burdensome task.
Noah Text fills the gap – from instruction to fluency. It continues where
instruction and decodable texts leaves off by continuing to guide the reader toward
the most critical information within our print system – patterns.
According to the National Reading Panel, phonological awareness is crucial for
reading development and onset/rime instruction, syllable segmentation, and
individual vowel sound instruction are critical features of the NRP’s
recommendations. Noah Text highlights these critical features while keeping
words intact and imbedding it into text.
Many languages clearly identify their long vowels with acute accent marks, such as
Czech, Hungarian, Irish, and Slovak (A29). The Germans utilize umlaut signs to
mark vowel changes (A20). Noah Text is utilizing this same technique without
altering the current print system.
Noah Text, coupled with the right instruction, brings transparency and regularity to
our complex writing system.
Noah Text allows the reader to tackle both multisyllable words and single syllable
words with ease.
Noah Text promotes self-teaching by “simulating” a predictable writing system.
Noah Text allows the reader to read with comfort, eliminating anxiety, while
promoting further independent reading experiences.
Noah Text alleviates the burden it puts on working memory, so that the reader has
better comprehension.
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Noah Text may be utilized by anyone that struggles with reading speed and
fluency, whether they are new readers, struggling readers, those with reading
disabilities and delays, or ESL students.
Noah Text can be used as a short-term tool or as a long-term tool, depending on
the reader’s comfort and skill level.
Noah Text is currently being offered under its own book series with the
anticipation that it will be picked up by other authorized publishers, computer
software companies, etc.

This information is brought to you by Noah Text (patent pending).
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